2005 jeep liberty window regulator

For more information go to Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option
and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE
replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable
brand name for replacement parts th Their perfect-fit design, plug-and-play installation and VDO
has revolutionized and dominated the automotive after We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Window Regulator part. Returns
Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Jeep Liberty Window Regulator. Showing 1 - 15 of 26 results.
Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Location :
Front, Driver And Passenger Side Notes : Ball stud style; Regulator attaches to metal liftplate
with spring clip; Please make sure that the window regulator lift plate of this sku matches your
current item. Product Details Location : Front And Rear, Passenger Side Notes : Ball stud style;
Regulator attaches to metal liftplate with spring clip; Please make sure that the window
regulator lift plate of this sku matches your current item. Product Details Location : Front And
Rear, Driver And Passenger Side Notes : Ball stud style; Regulator attaches to metal liftplate
with spring clip; Please make sure that the window regulator lift plate of this sku matches your
current item. Product Details Location : Rear, Driver And Passenger Side Notes : Ball stud style;
Regulator attaches to metal liftplate with spring clip; Please make sure that the window
regulator lift plate of this sku matches your current item. Product Details Location : Front And
Rear, Driver Side Notes : Ball stud style; Regulator attaches to metal liftplate with spring clip;
Please make sure that the window regulator lift plate of this sku matches your current item. Part
Number: RB Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 26 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions,
Answers. Crown Automotive is renowned for manufacturing the highest quality OEM
replacement parts for Jeeps from to the present model year Feb 06, David Blauvelt. Purchased
on Jan 01, Dec 12, They worked. Directions are not the best. A Customer. Purchased on Nov 30,
Nov 29, Very good. Received part very fast. Maureen Maureen. Purchased on Nov 16, Show
More. Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Replace a Window Regulator Replacing a window
regulator was once a relatively easy task. What are the Parts of a Car Door? Car door parts can
be divided into two main categories: the interior parts and the exterior parts. Car Door Exterior.
Thankfully, there is a temporary solution that sometimes works. Quick Fixes for a Stuck Power
Window. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Jeep Liberty based on all problems reported for the Liberty. Defective window regulators.
Everyone knows about them. Just type in Jeep Liberty window regulator and see all the hits.
The window regulators are bad on all Jeep Libertys from I have sent information before but it
seems no one cares until someone dies. I have contacted the dealer, Chrysler, bbb, the state
attorney general and several tv stations. I have also told several federal government agencies
including NHTSA but again no one cares about the american citizen. The ones who pay the bills.
When it fails the window slides down without any warning so your car becomes unsafe and you
are unable to lock it or secure the car. The glass can slide down in the door or break in the door.
Chrysler and the dealers love it. You make money when you sell a car with a defect and then
charge the person everytime the defect fails. It is a win win for Chrysler and its dealers. The
public is getting the shaft. Imagine not going certain places because you are afraid your car is
not safe to take there or not going over night because of your car. How about I stop at a red
light and a guys gets in my back seat with a knife or a gun and kills me due to my broken
window regulator. The window falls down and the rain stains the seats another issue the seats
stain even from water. Not to mention the other issues I have had the belt tensior, the horn, the
roof rack, the parking brake, the master cylinder, window regulators, window regulators, the list
goes on and on. I see there are over 60 complaints about it on your website so when can I
expect something to be done. When will there be a recall on window regulators on Jeep
Liberty's? Not me. There is a known defect and with tons of evidence so fix it. I was parked and
preparing to leave work when my window dropped down into the door. I see that a recall was
done on this same issue for my vehicle, but not my year. I have a and they are only covering
this issue for forward. If it is an issue with this model, than shouldn't the other years be covered
as well?. Three out of four windows- loose and disconnected from window assembly. One
would think Chrysler would be concerned with this safety issue with inferior parts and post
recalls on defective window regulators and assist their clients for repairs of these part in order
to avoid a possible disastrous situation. The rear passenger side window regulator broke due to
wear of a plastic component. The rear driver side window regulator had the same issue the
previous year. Tl-the contact owns a Jeep Liberty. The contact stated that while driving 35 mph,
the rear driver and passenger side windows opened independently. The failure recurred on

several occasions. The vehicle was taken to the dealer diagnosis where it was stated that the
window motor needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired and the manufacturer was
notified. The approximate failure mileage was 80, The passenger window regulator went out.
The window just went down and doesn't go up. When I push the button, for the window to go up
it just makes a noise. The contact owns a Jeep Liberty. The contact stated the rear driver's side
window regulator recurringly failed. The contact took the vehicle to the dealer to have the
vehicle diagnosed where the dealer stated that the regulator clip was fractured. The regulator
clip was repaired however, the failure recurred. The manufacture was made aware of the failure.
The vehicle was not further repaired. The failure mileage was 60, Power window has failed and
allowed the glass to fall inside the door on three different windows. This has happened on my
gasoline Liberty on three occasions beginning in and on my diesel Liberty, once in Jeep Liberty
windows. The windows fell on their own without hitting and bumps or pot holes while driving.
The window motor hums but the windows will not move up or down. This is a recurringroblem
for Jeep and we ask the company to recall and correct this matter. It should be taken care of by
the company so they do not continue to lose the confidence of their costumers. Rear, drivers
side window falls down into door and cannot be lifted using switch. The same window has been
repaired twice already once in March 08 then again March I have requested Jeep pay for repair
again but do not yet know if they will. Researching issues related to my Jeep Liberty 3.
Repeated electronic issues with windows - came across others with same issue. Exactly how
many repairs has Jeep Chrysler done on Jeep liberties. Just thought you should know. Read
more My rear drivers side power window had broken twice on my Jeep Liberty. It seems as if it
comes off it's track and the window moves freely in the frame. It falls down into the inner part of
the door when I hit a bump. I have had this repaired once before for a rather large fee. I have
heard numerous complaints of the same description from other drivers of Jeep Liberty's from
all of the power windows. Something needs to be done about this because it is not fair that I
have to pay for bad engineering on the part of Chrysler. Rear power window of my Jeep Liberty
fell down while car was parked, leaving the car open and unprotected. Called dealer, and he
asked "is this your first time? Window regulator on rear driver's side door failed. Regulator
failure prevented the rear driver's side door from opening and made the door inoperable as an
exit. I have a Jeep Liberty. I have had all 4 window regulators fail and 2 of them fail twice. I don't
understand why there has not been a recall. I was just driving down the road one time and the
rear window just fell down. I never ever even use the rear windows! Will not go up and needs
new regulator. After further research I see this is a huge problem and should be recalled. We
bought the car brand new and no one ever rides in the back seat. Honestly, the rear windows
have probably only been rolled down twice. Left rear passenger window equipment failure. The
window regulators continuously break. The windows creep down and cannot be rolled back up.
Often, the windows fall down into the door causing a potential safety hazard for children or pets
that could fall out of a moving vehicle. There is also a considerable theft and safety opportunity
as the window regulators break without notice, allowing someone to reach into the vehicle. The
left rear window regulator in my vehicle has broken four times now it happens approximately
every nine months , and the right rear window has broken once. I have been told by the service
repair technicians to expect the problem to continue to occur, as the plastic part that is being
replaced has not been changed in design. This last time that the left rear window regulator
broke, a thick metal cable lodged itself into the latch in the door. The rear left door could not be
opened. This is an obvious safety hazard in the even of an accident as an emergency crew
would not be able to get the door open, nor could a passenger get out if need be. Rear driver
window just fell into the door. Seems the power window regulator broke and you must buy the
entire unit not just the piece that broke. I have researched this online and this is usual
occurrence on this vehicle. There should be a recall. Also Chrysler seems to drag their feet on
recalls. I turned in my recall card over a year ago on the ball joint recall and have yet to get a
call to bring my Jeep Liberty in. This is unacceptable especially since the ball joints are such an
integral part of the suspension. I am afraid of my safety whenever I get on the highway fearing
these joints are going to give out. Please help!!!. I had to have two window regulators repaired.
Since then I have had to have all the window regulators repaired some of them multiple times
for a total of eight. Currently I have 2 more that need to be replaced. I had customer care at
Chrysler discount the repair of two of them through a complaint procedure at Jeep in July They
refuse to help any more because of the previous repair work provided. The right rear window
regulator failed on my Jeep Liberty. It cannot be rolled up or down. It will not stay rolled up and
is a safety hazard as well as a theft issue. Component: visibility:power window devices and
controls details: the left rear window regulator failed on my Jeep Liberty. It could not be rolled
up or down. Safety hazard as well as a theft issue. Never have back seat passengers and this
window has not been used more then 5 times. Vehicle mileage less than 45, The power windows

would fail intermittently. The rear and front passenger's side windows were off track and falling
into the door panel. Also, the front and rear driver's side door handle had broken off completely.
The vehicle was taken to her local dealer where the window regulator and the door handles and
panel were repaired under extended warranty. On a later date, the front driver's side window
would operate intermittently and was slow to return to the closed position. Also, both the rear
driver and passenger's side windows were dropping back into the door panel. The vehicle was
taken to a local service shop where they advised the window regulator was faulty in design and
referred her to her local dealer. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where she was awaiting
repairs. There were no recalls on the vehicle. The failure mileage was under 36, and the current
just under 59, Rear door window regulator malfunctions Jan 19, and Aug. The contact stated
that she has been having issues with her windows rolling up and down. Her door handles have
been falling off as well. The contact stated they had taken the vehicle into the dealer for the
problems to be repaired but nothing had been repaired. The contact stated her grandchildren
have to ride in this vehicle and she does not feel as if it is safe. The general manager had not yet
looked at the vehicle but is stating that they will not repair the door handles because the contact
has abused the door handles. The failure mileage 40, and the current mileage was 59, The VIN
was not available. Window drops 3 inches and will not go up or down. Dealer says not covered.
While driving 25 mph, the front passenger side window suddenly dropped into the door. The
same failure occurred three weeks later with the rear driver's side window. The dealer stated
that the windows needed to be replaced, but the contact cannot afford the repairs. She has not
taken the vehicle back to the dealer and believes that a recall should be issued. The windows
have not been repaired. The failure mileage was less than 70, and current mileage was 94, The
contact stated the rear driver and passenger side power window malfunctioned. The contact
heard a strange sound while the window opened and closed. The contact also stated the
window at times would fall inside the door while the power was off. The contact took the vehicle
to the dealer for diagnostic testing. The test results confirmed a defective regulator. The dealer
replaced both regulators but the repair did not remedy the issue. The failure mileage was 32,
The contact stated that the passengers side rear windows and doors would not open. The
vehicle was taken to the dealer who stated that the window regulator was defective and needed
to be replaced. The manufacturer was not contacted. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure
mileage was 10, and the current mileage was 19, My back drivers side window keeps sliding
down. I was told it was the regulator. This is no longer covered under the warranty. I purchased
a Jeep Liberty in July , only 10 miles. I was excited as this was my first new vehicle. I heard
good things about Jeep however, over past two years I am very disappointed in Jeep. I have had
two recalls on my Jeep. Two months after I bought it, motor on the driver? On the freeway the
window just came all the way down by itself. I noticed that other customers had same problem.
Little over two years later, other window on the rear passenger side went. I was leaving work
late and where I work isn't best part of town. I came up to my Jeep and noticed the window was
all the way down! Called the dealership the next day at moore Chrysler Jeep peoria az told them
what happened. I asked the rep if they would need to order the part before I come in. She stated
and I quote,? We have plenty in stock. This is not a wear and tear type of problem. This is a
manufacturer defect and they know it is faulty product. This is common knowledge at
dealerships and they know that! I can? What if I had been parked at the mall? This faulty motor
needs to be recalled in all Jeeps! I hope that no one gets hurt by this faulty motor as a child
could easily go out the window! Bought Liberty new in On , left rear window regulator broke for
no reason. Other owners had same complaint, buy per Jeep, no recall. On , right front window
regulator broke and window dropped into door panel. Still no recall. Per service advisor Jeep
now using a different "fix"" and replaced regulator should not have same problem. On , left rear
window regulator previously replaced in broke again. Window had not even been used dozen
times since previously replaced. Filed complaint with Jeep. Also researched and saw many
Jeep owners having same repetitive problem. Was advised by Chrysler customer assistance
center that it was a vendor issue and no recall in effect. Car Problems. Power Window problem
1. Power Window problem 2. Power Window problem 3. Power Window problem 4. Power
Window problem 5. Power Window problem 6. Power Window problem 7. Power Window
problem 8. Power Window problem 9. Power Window problem Other Visibility related problems
of the Jeep Liberty. Power Window problems Wiper problems. Visibility problems. Window
Regulator Failed problems. Windshield problems. This listing is for part or sub-assembly
number given below only. To ensure you are satisfied with your purchase. Please make sure
you purchase the correct part the first time, the part must match the year, make and model
described below. It must also match the engine size, gear ratio or trim level described in fitment
below. If in doubt, please email before purchasing. Our inventory notes on exact part:. Please
make sure part will fit your vehicle before buying! Questions Ebay Message Us! Skip to main

content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Seller information mydiscountgarage Contact seller. Visit store. See other
items More See all. Item Information Condition:. List price:. What does this price mean? You
save:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Does not
ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Rockville, Minnesota, United States. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens
in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this
seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained
in this table have been provided by mydiscountgarage. Powered by Frooition. Shop Categories.
Payment Payment Payment is required within 4 days of listing end. No exceptions. At the end of
the 7 day period your item will automatically be re listed for sale. An ebay item dispute will
automatically be opened and you will no longer be able to access the check out for this item.
You must use the Ebay check out for Paypal. We can not send you a money request through
Paypal. Sales Tax 6. Local pickup between 8 am until 5 pm central time Monday thru Friday. No
Saturday or Sunday pickup is available. You must purchase and pay for the item thru Ebay 24
hour in advance of pickup. Please contact us if you are picking the item up so your item is ready
when you arrive. Proven Auto Parts prides itself in customer service and is happy to help you
with any issues that may arise in checkout. Buy from a Proven 5 star seller today!!!! Please feel
free to contact us for any and all question you may have about a item we have listed for sale.
Please contact us before you purchase any item, if you have any questions, concerns, or
uncertainty of the product. We are more than happy to assist you and address your questions.
Please message us thru EBay messaging, it is the fastest and most efficient way to have your
questions answered. We will try to respond weekend questions at least once a day. View more
great items. This listing is currently undergoing maintenance, we apologise for any
inconvenience caused. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method
to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your loc
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ation. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United
States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global
Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or
tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid
country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
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